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OFA Fiscal Note

No Fiscal Impact

The amendment strikes the underlying bill and its associated fiscal impact.

There is no fiscal impact resulting from the amendment, which expands existing police officer training curriculum related to autism spectrum disorder, establishes an optional training program for fire service personnel, requires the Department of Public Health (DPH) to maintain a list of related training programs for ambulance services, and requires the University of Connecticut Center for Excellence to develop and electronically publish a communication aid for emergency personnel. All of the requirements in the amendment are expected to be fulfilled at no cost, as the established training program must be done at no cost in collaboration with other institutions, and DPH and the Center for Excellence may publish their material on the internet.

The preceding Fiscal Impact statement is prepared for the benefit of the members of the General Assembly, solely for the purposes of information, summarization and explanation and does not represent the intent of the General Assembly or either chamber thereof for any purpose. In general, fiscal impacts are based upon a variety of informational sources, including the analyst's professional knowledge. Whenever applicable, agency data is consulted as part of the analysis, however final products do not necessarily reflect an assessment from any specific department.